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About This Game

Lead Aero in his quest to save his beloved Ariella from the evil Andraus. Aero's Quest is a fast-paced, challenging puzzle-
platformer that takes the best of late '80s retro gaming goodness, and rolls it up in a delicious contemporary wrapper.

The game features 101 levels full of challenging puzzles and full of platforms divided in 10 different sub-zones, special levels,
boss fight, power ups, normal mode and speedrun mode for fast challenges against the time, option to save game and records,

in-game rewards and 13 Steam Achievements plus many other options.
Press said that Aero's Quest is where Super Meat Boy meets Megaman.
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Title: Aero's Quest
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Soloweb Studios, Ravens Eye Studio
Publisher:
Soloweb Studios
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 160 MB available space

Sound Card: any

Additional Notes: Recomended to set the option "Graphic Quality" on LOW on older machines

English,French,Italian,German
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aero's quest

The game is very frustrating, but fun. The commentary is cute, too.
Somone posted about how realistic the gam play was. Let me assure you, it is NOT! This is NOT a golf game.
It is a pixelated-retro-frustrating-instulting gem.
Play it, but be preapred to yell at it, too.. Was a lot of fun to play with friends, but very buggy. My character fell off the world
and I had to start all over again. Finished the game, but haven't played it since.. Play this game.

Its difficulty curve is perfectly balanced, it never really gets "difficult" but it really introduces you to the system and physics
gradually and it's extremely fair.

Only 2 directions and one button so there really isn't any compicated mechanics or anything.

So why do I recommend this game? Do I recommend it to everybody?

For the second question, I don't know, some people don't like games at all so they'll do what they want, but I recommend you
play this game if you like what I'm about to write.

OVIVO is definitely an eperience, it's relaxing and beautiful, has awesome art and music and its simplicity lets you enjoy that
fully on the go, there's no barrier of entry, you start playing and you already know how to play, the progress is saved constantly
thanks to frequent but absolutely not invasive checkpoints and the action is never interrupted abruptly.
And it is fairly cheap. Honestly.

I don't recommend it for you for the following reasons, which may not apply to all, for example, they don't apply to me:

You really don't like platformer-like games. It's a peculiar one sure, but it's kind of a platformer, so if you despise them, alright,
don't play this.

It's short. For me that's fine, it's cheap enough that I think I payed a fair amount for the time I put into it and the enjoyement
I've got out of it. But if you think you're gonna be disappointed by a 3H long game (which you can replay, it has some value as a
speedrun too, if you're into that kinda stuff).

You have problem with High contrast on screen. This game is completely black and white, so if that's a problem for you, I don't
recommend it.

If all that is fine by you, I really don't see a reason why you shouldn't play this. This Game is just AWESOME!! I love to play as
a commander (im a big fan of these games) im not a big fan of the officer (i am terrible at aiming). I bought the game in light of
the Jim Sterling video and the glowing reviews. However, I was soon disappointed by what, to me, was the dead feeling of the
universe in general. The constant need to scan things with no visual difference between the quality grades of each plant (weak,
rare, strong, or diseased). Nor is there a difference between the limited selection of plants you can scan, and those you cannot.
The repetitive nature of play and the sheer lack of packed content is both boring and bland. The constant need to scan takes up
most of the gameplay and the space combat leaves much to be desired.
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A really great strategic card game with some fun puzzles mixed in. Get your ccg fix for a low cost.. Lots of fun.. I can now write
many words backwords, by the spell words backwords mode, I am now godtier keyboard elitist warrior and rarley mess up now
and do not have to look at the keyboard when I type 10\/10 game would buy again. This whole review only took me one minute
to fully type out. Great game. It's a very good platformer. Not easy at all. I definitely recommend it.. A dull repetitive game. Just
click and read and run against a stupid time limit. Have so long to investigate but must take time off for family more time for
the confession, completely stupid.. has potential but no updates or anything. slow. extremely lacking of any progression other
than through the story to get a few new things.

too simple, plain. waste of money. dont buy. not worth it. also my AV picked up a spyware or something from it. STAY
AWAY.. I am an RPG maker addict. I just want to get that out there to begin with.

This game is wonderful. The story line......fantastic. A few awkward moments in the dark line, but it just adds to some of the
humor. I thoroughly enjoyed the game, the music, the story, the humor, etc. I usually refuse to pay this much for an RPG maker
game, but I thought I would take a chance on this one based on some of the other reviews. I don't regret it one bit.

Next up.....the light path!

****EDIT****

OK, I'm on the light path. I was worried it would just be the same story on the flip side. It's not. There are different areas you go
to, etc. Again, recommend sooooo much.. First off the software is okay. Personaly I enjoy making my own world during video
game production but this software was a strech off of my regular wants while i did enjoy it it did have its confusing parts and
not the best graphicts (to be expected) When using it it was of very nice quality and I thoroughly enjoyed it but the inability to
export the files from another game engine than unity\/AGF did prove to be frustraiting. Regardles it was fairly nice, but I did
not enjoy it as well as others might have. Note* if you are looking to make\/sell a video game this migh not be the best software
as it runs off of unity which requires any orginisation using it making over $100,000 to buy unity, just a tip.
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